Pulmonary recruitment protocol for organ donors: a new strategy to improve the rate of lung utilization.
Because lung transplantation is the only effective therapy for terminal respiratory failure, the demand for donor lungs has increased steadily. However, the number of donors has remained fairly constant over the years, which results in an increasing duration of waiting for lung transplantation. To overcome the lack of organs, various strategies have been developed by transplant centers including use of marginal donors. To increase the lung utilization rate in multiorgan donors, we implemented a simple lung recruitment protocol involving a brief period of controlled sustained inflation. In 2005, the lung utilization rate in the transplant program at our institution was only 20% in multiorgan donors. With the lung recruitment protocol, the rate of lung utilization for transplantation increased to 33%, in 2006, 24% in 2007, and 24% in 2008. Following the lung recruitment protocol, the arterial oxygen tension/fraction of inspired oxygen ratio increased to greater than 15% in more than 40% of donors. We were able to improve gas exchange sufficiently that as many as two-thirds of the lungs were suitable for transplantation. During the protocol, no complications were reported, and no patient became hemodynamically unstable, precluding organ procurement. We believe that optimization of multiorgan donor management with simple interventions may improve oxygenation, reducing the number of inadequate donor lungs and increasing the overall donor pool and organ availability.